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Musically, the album is an attempt to rival the 'classic' sound of the iconic American groups inspired by the original country music and Blues of the 20s and
30s. The overarching musical style is jazzy and diverse, with simplistic melodies and arpeggios that come to a passionate climax accompanied by some
interesting effects. I like the idea of kicking off an album with a tribute to the Velvet Underground but there's no denying that it is a bit anachronistic. What
exactly were they listening to circa '67? The lyrics are well written and there's some great lines like you can find yourself in his "spasmo" (or even in his
"uruculo"). I can see "Lucky Sunday" being a massive hit, it's good to hear those kind of things that are so fitting, from a band like this. A track that struck me
as something special is the exquisite "My Mother the War" where I often feel the band draw on an obscure, almost ghastly tango rhythm for a dark, twisted
undertone that adds to the appeal. It reminds me a little of Gentle Giant's "Fleur de Lis" or Spanish Sierra's "Imagen Czerny" but with a ghoulish twist. "Satori"
is a superb piece with a lovely piano solo that signals the influence of John Williams and pop/jazz greats like Bill Evans. Following this, I like
"Supergrammatico" because it reminds me of Giorgio Moroder. It's good to hear elements of this in even a hard rock album and there is a brilliant guitar solo
that comes out of nowhere as I imagine the band were trying to mimic Moroder's trademark sound. "Atomik" is a tribute to the beatles and one of the
heaviest rock songs on the record, with some delicious female vocals that are used as there's a rip-off kinda vibe going on. Indeed, the music is almost as
heavy as Tarantino's "Inglourious Basterds" but more laid back with a softer, more elegant feel. The drums are pounding and the guitars have a rough,
pummeling feel to them. A nice surprise is "Che Tu È Solo" which is that wonderful, less-well-known track from "Concertigalia". It's a short piece of fine, simple
music that I imagine would sound good in a live situation. There's a gentle acoustic guitar and a
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